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Small Bullet Journal with 120 dot-grid pages

Compact format for portability and ease

Exposed binding for a lay-flat design when opened

Fluorescent yellow inked paper edges for a vibrant touch

Brown Kraft cover for an eco-friendly appeal

The new line of products with bright fluorescent edges and Kraft covers are inspired by contemporary product design and fine art/printmaking. The Kraft brown cover is a

natural look paper and eco-friendly choice, the fluorescent paper edges and endpapers pop to give a modern art surprise. Each notebook has its own surprise print pattern or

image inside the first page. All artworks are based on the risograph photocopy printing technique made popular in the 1980s.

Introducing our Kraft and Color line of notebooks including the Small Bullet Journal with a fluorescent yellow edge, endpapers, and fun polka dots inside the front cover.

With its slim size, it conveniently fits into your pocket or purse, making it the perfect companion for capturing ideas and organizing your life.

The Kraft and Yellow Small Bullet Journal boasts dot grid paper, offering you the freedom to create layouts that suit your unique style and needs. Whether you prefer to

write, sketch, doodle, or create to-do lists, the dot grid paper ensures your pages are structured while allowing the flexibility to unleash your creativity.

Its small and slim form factor encourages you to carry it everywhere. Waiting for the bus, commuting, or having a coffee break – these moments become productive with your

pocket-sized companion always at hand.

The vibrant yellow colour adds a touch of energy and positivity to your journaling experience. The joyful yellow inspires creativity and brightens your day.
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